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ear actors of the textile industry, by
cross-checking groups of thoughts,
aesthetic currents, social influences,
anthropological and artistic events, our
intention at present is to offer you our
current vision of future synergies.
Fashion’s influences of the society-to-be.
For us, the artist is the center of creation,
he crystallizes the doubts and hopes of our
civilizations. This is why it appears that
the artist holds the truth. Not the absolute
truth, which probably does not exist, but
the truth regarding a view of the world.
There are many visionaries in this world; it’s
up to each person to read them in his own
way… Let us name some of them to you.
Professional expertise on image, style,
authors and the cross view of creative
personalities, proposes an overall vision of
the world of tomorrow here: our trends. We
wish you happy reading.
Louis Gérin & Grégory Lamaud
Texworld Art Directors
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REENCHANTED

We were too eager to see tomorrow. Looking forward to a new
beginning. But the end of our era is never-ending. So, we are rushing
its agony a little. Too eager to rebuild.
It’s true that we were offered to slow down our race. That we were
led to believe that we could heal this era. False solutions. We have
to do it all over again. It is not enough to slow down. We need
to change the itinerary. Regardless of the pace, the destination is
what’s threatening us.
In the streets and in the sky, in the minds and in the seas, the
climate is getting warmer. Anger but also passion. Challenges, but
also creations. At the foot of the wall, it is a movement of hope
invading the world.
Our civilization is itself launching its fossilization. Stop. Let us
admire this gift that is already yesterday. Our modernity has been
archaic for so long.
There is no touch-up, no band-aid, no adjustment. There’s no time
for that.
A tidal wave makes a clean slate. You shouldn’t cry, you shouldn’t
fight. Do not regret this suicidal world. We must smile and embrace
this future that is impatient to become our present.
Finally, rid of our suffocating schemes, we build quickly and
lightly. But above all, we dream. Yes. We are rediscovering the
joy of believing in tomorrow. Without borders. Without limits. Our
planet is our ark. The universe is the ocean of a humanity that
has become an explorer of its own history. Aware of its impact.
A humanity without utopia, but united by this look towards an
unknown horizon.
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THEMES

REENCHANTED
Re-enchanted. We are re-enchanted. No
more cynicism and despair trends. We
were laughed at, arguing that utopia was
the prerogative of the candid. But utopia
is the weapon of creators. A long time
ago, humanity was enchanted by its own
possibilities. Its intelligence. And then she
was disillusioned. But hope is reborn. And
it is not artificial. It is not that of the child
discovering its strength. It is that of the
adult aware of his destructive power.
We are re-enchanted because we have
decided to believe in ourselves again. We
forgive ourselves. We silence the birds of
bad omens.
Those who do nothing only talk about the
facts. Those who act sing their faith. And
the greater the action, the crazier the act of
faith seems. And yes, we are crazy. Totally
crazy to believe in tomorrow. Crazy to still
want to build, live, love. So crazy, they’d
say we were straight out of a fairy tale.
Bewitched by the enchantment of a few
spells. And we are owning it.
For forty years, we have been encouraged
to be content. We are being asked to be
patient. We are being begged to accept.
But it’s over now. In this play, the audience
suffered from the story, while a handful of
actors ruled the world according to their
interests.
We invade the stage. We steal the script.
We take our pen to write a new script. And
this one starts with: “Once upon a time... ”
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© jannis lucas
unsplash

APOCALYPTIC FASCINATION

Like rabbits in the headlights of a car.
Unable to move. It must be said that the
apocalypse is beautiful. It has the colors of
flames and the warmth of fire. But it also
sparkles with the reflections of the water
and is covered in the cold of the ice. Like a
parenthesis. A moment of suspense. In balance between the end and the beginning.
A meeting point between heat and cold,
between matte and shiny. Between antagonists who are close friends. A marriage
that hypnotizes the eye and continues to
fascinate us while the next step is being
prepared.

apocalyptic fascination

APOCALYPTIC FASCINATION
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1. © Rebeca Mendez,
At Any Given Moment,
Fall 2, with Volcanic Rock,
2009; Single-channel video,
1 ton of volcanic rock;
19×22x18ft; sound
by Drew Schnurr.
rebecamendezstudio.com
2. Ana Montiel
Hidden Realities project
Fields Quartet
2018
https://anamontiel.com
3. The CO2 pavilion, Beijing
Architect: Superimpose
Architecture,
superimposearchitecture.
com
Partner: Carolyn Leung,
Ben de Lange, Ruben
Bergambagt
Architect: Arianna Bavuso,
Zhengxin Tang
Multimedia artist:
Shardisland Technology
Co., Ltd
4
Photography: Mirko
4.© jack carter
unsplash
5. Two Degrees Celsius
Series
© Tom Hegen
www.tomhegen.de
6. ©NASA/JPL-Caltech/
University of Arizona
7.© erik mclean
8.© am fl
unsplash
9.old-design
www.bold-design.fr
instagram @bold_designers
10.© wyron a
unsplash
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6. night water

4. winter sky

9. martian clay

5. antique blue

7. aqueous reflection

3. icy horizon
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8. greater incandescence
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2. polar fault

1. azure fragment
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manhandled geometry

puzzling facet

1

3

binary weft
4

gleaming border
2
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1.© pierre chatel innocenti
unsplash
2.© jack b
unsplash
3.© danting zhu
unsplash
4.© steven wright
unsplash

plasticized rustle
diffuse shine
random embossing
natural glitter
wrinkled streams
dulled strand
wavy buffer
double side
contrasted texture
reflective surface
glossy connection
conductive sensibility
unstable tension
sinuous stripes
coated crisp

APOCALYPTIC FASCINATION

contemporary diversity

entertaining weightlessness

5

7

pixelated projection
8

digital interaction
6

5.© joshua fuller
unsplash
6.© julian lozano
unsplash
7.© francois olwage
unsplash
8.© samuel zeller
unsplash
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revealed uniqueness
toxic fragment
disturbing evolution
filtered beauty
universal radiography
bluish limit
diverted attention
uncontrollable breath
liquid transition
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© jason blackeye
unsplash
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© adam muise
unsplash

IMMEMORIAL SPELL

Everything is coming back up. Our history
springs like a geyser. It explodes. Iridescent. It is warm and caring. She wears the
colors of softness. Uncomplicated, it embraces all our facets. Magnifies them. It
takes on the shape of an explosion. But not
destructive. Like a flower that opens. Like
eyes that open up. A heart that sees for the
first time. Everything is beautiful, because
everything is new.

immemorial spell

IMMEMORIAL SPELL
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1.© mika
3
unsplash
2. istock
3.© mignon hemsley
unsplash
4. Vanessa Beecroft
Phantom Limb Stone
Garden Arsenal
Venice Biennal 2015
Photo by Jennifer Santschy
www.jsantschy.com
5. istock
6.© jon tyson
unsplash
7.Raphaël Zarka
Rampe cycloïdale,
2016-2018
commande du Centre
National des Arts
Plastiques, réalisé pour
FIAC Projects,
Grand Palais, Paris, 2018,
avec le soutien de Nike SB
et Les Abattoirs, Musée Frac Occitanie Toulouse (FR)
Lambourdes en épicéa,
contreplaqué de bouleau
peint, acier
1200 x 1150 x 440 cm
photo : Maxime Verret
8.© aleks dorohovic
unsplash
9.Raphaël Zarka
Le second cénotaphe
d’Archimède, 2012
briques en terre cuite
et médium teinté
332 x 136 x 73 cm
oeuvre unique
photo : Aurélien Mole
courtesy de l’artiste et
Michel Rein,Paris/Brussels
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15. passional abrasion

green imprint

16. shaman bark

14. sweet legacy

13. triabl petal

12. terra-cotta

11. mineral brightness

7

17. plant splendor

9

10. desert breath

IMMEMORIAL SPELL
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vibrating drawing

split path

1

3

antique targer

suspended pad

2

4

warm plumage
circular glazing
marbled diversity
interlaced streak
shaded herringbone
intermittent quilting
multilayers
unstable perforation
contrived printing
floral saturation
satiny ornament
mineral matt effect
dermic tone
convex squares
fortuitous fur
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1.© Aleksander Cruz Silva
2.© christian fregnan
unsplash
3. Michael Anastassiades Studio
Mint street, London for London
design festival 2018
Photo by Ed Reeves
http://michaelanastassiades.com
4. Adrian Kiss
Dunyha 2
2017
Courtesy of the artist and
Art + Text Budapest
Photo: Dávid Biró

IMMEMORIAL SPELL

angular spiral

draped pallet

5

7

historic bounce
6

nomadic fresco

8

5. Scribble coffee tables
designed
by Francesca Lanzavecchia
(Lanzavecchia + Wai)
for De Castelli
photo by Massimo Gardone
www.lanzavecchia-wai.com
6.© javid naderi
unsplash
7.© craig whitehead
unsplash
8. Immigrants Families Arriving
Together by Train
Pat Perry
2018, Detroit, MI
@heypatyeah
www.patperry.net
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universal fraternity
hypnotic tunnel
cultural pilgrimage
excavated witness
identity suit
sculptured memory
outmoded attitude
chaste dissimulation
clayey foundation
major remeshing
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© eric muhr
unsplash
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Studio Sabine Marcelis X A.Lange & Sohne
24 hours –
Sundial_SOLO House
PHOTO Mariluz Vidal
studio@sabinemarcelis.com

SYNTHETIC DAZZLE

We’re on our way. No more subtle shades.
We let the colors explode. They make everything more beautiful. So, we start by covering the fossils of our ancient civilization
with them. Our waste becomes a psychedelic piece of work. Our waste splashes
like rainbows. The shapes and nature of
the objects mix and twist. Normal, at a
time when values are reversed, when habits are shaking, objects are the toys of the
redefinition of their time. It doesn’t seem
to make much sense, but we’re not looking
for it. We just let our eyes be spellbound
by beauty.

synthetic dazzle

SYNTHETIC DAZZLE
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1. Anita Molinero,
Sans titre de la mort, 2015
Poubelle fondue
303 x 150 x 160 cm
Courtesy Anita Molinero,
Galerie Thomas Bernard /
3
Cortex Athletico, Paris
Photo © Rebecca Fanuele
2. Studio Sabine
Marcellis X FENDI
& Design Miami
The shapes of water
PHOTO Carl Kleiner &
James Harris
3. istock
4. Rubbish Jewellery
Cigarette Wrapper
© Hollie Paxton
5.© aaron barnaby
unsplash
6. Parfumerie
Etat Libre d’Orange
Concept et parfum:
Etat Libre d’Orange,
Etienne de Swardt
Réalisation : Ogilvy Paris,
Inès Dielemann
www.etatlibredorange.com
7.© yvonne young
unsplash
8.© fikri rasyid
unsplash
9. istock
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27. green plasticine

26. poisonous chlorophyll

24. old-fashioned foam

23. artificial foliage

7

25. gelled lichen

22. ultraviolet filter

21. scarlet pistil

20. artificial shell

19. expanded sunflower

SYNTHETIC DAZZLE
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brilliant residues

capitalist camouflage

1

3

excissve decoration
2

multicolored mixture
4

expanded polystyrene
degraded band
golden diffraction
holographic overprint
autumnal dilution
metallic folding
shaky deformation
flounced vibration
spontaneous origami
natural patchwork
organic strangeness
acid all over
cacophonous weaving
radiant clarity
melted interlacings
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1. Rubbish Jewellery
© Hollie Paxton
2.© marie michelle bouchard
unsplash
3.© Mats Rombaut
4.© bruce warrington
unsplash

SYNTHETIC DAZZLE

absurd storage

tropical ambivalence

5

7

pigmentary mess
6

magic beating
8

5.© eddie howell
unsplash
6.istock
7.© artem gavrysh
unsplash
8.© james graham
unsplash
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natural faint
controlled distortion
flattened camaieu
saturated transparency
speckled reflection
biological disorder
colored disagreements
singular link
gleaming light
motionless rustle
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© tevei renvoye
unsplash
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© emilie guillemot
unsplash

ASTRAL ECSTASY

We are torn between earth and light.
Between the ground and the sky. But there
is no choice. Our feet are anchored and
our eyes are lifting us up. A past and a future. The dark colors of the depths. From
the depths of the subsoil and the confines
of the universe. But also, the bright colors
of the light that makes people grow, that
makes them dream, that proves that there
is a source of life somewhere, even if our
eyes are dazzled for the moment. It’s a door
we’re going to walk through. An unknown
destination but approached with the faith
of those who are sure of the journey taken.

astral ecstasy

ASTRAL ECSTASY
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1. Valentin Fougeray
2
Daily view
Photographie, 2015
www.valentin-fougeray.com
instagram.com/
valentinfougeray/
2.© fay lee
unsplash
3. © Thierry Kuntzel
Crédit photographique :
Musée d’arts de Nantes.
C. Clos
4. Bongchull Shin
Cubes and stripes
ALPENWEG (Mountain trail)
130x130x10cm (panel size),
Glass, Laminated, 2015
3
www.bongchull.com
5. Jesper Erikson
Coal : Post-Fuel
Exploring a speculative
future
Swedish Pavillon, London
Design Biennale 2018
Coal studies, South Wales
www.jesper-eriksson.com
6.© mario caruso
unsplash
7. Jesper Erikson
Coal : Post-Fuel
Exploring a speculative
future
Swedish Pavillon, London
Design Biennale 2018
View of Swedish Pavilion
www.jespereriksson.com
8.© marc olivier jodoin
unsplash
9.© tyler donaghy
unsplash
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34. urban dust

32. threatening atmosphere

36. shaded carbon

35. lunar asphalt

33. cosmic sediment

31. purple world

29. celestial pitaya

7

30. radiant ruby

28. crepuscular light

ASTRAL ECSTASY
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obvious gap

compound esthetics

1

3

diverted function
2

virtual perspective
4

recurring spikes
metallic interweaving
crunchy texture
mocked area
three-dimensional thickness
carbonaceous fiber
highlighted edge
honeycomb structure
bristly string
volcanic echo
resistant loop
raw composition
protective bubble
partitioned line
wave-like leshing
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1.© NASA
unsplash
2.© tony reid
unsplash
3. Bernard Desmoulin
Musée de Cluny
Photo @Michel Denancé
www.desmoulinarchitectures.com
4.© esther jiao
unsplash

ASTRAL ECSTASY

spectral foundation

tactile emotion

5

7

majestic link
8

suspended luminescence
6

5.© anna sullivan
unsplash
6.© sayan nath
unsplash
7.© choi hochit
unsplash
8.© fred mouniguet
unsplash
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soothing brilliance
universal motion
variable fossil
enlightened brutality
thrown depth
minimalistic podium
unchained gravity
stiff arrangement
dark dune
clear track
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© steven roe
unsplash
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We were hoping to see the world change. But we had to face the
facts. It wouldn’t change on its own. It would continue its journey.
To a destination to we do not belong. For some time, we thought
that resignation was winning. But the desire to live, to act, to
draw our own utopia has taken over. So, we rushed our molt. It
seemed like an end, destruction, but it was only a rebirth.
The future was like a dark night. But now we can see stars. Lights
like so many possible fates. We are the first.
We too will change. The human being will never be the same
again. A new identity. A new definition. We will reinvent ourselves.
How? In what way? We will only receive the answer when we
reach our destination. Then we will adapt to our new world.
For the moment, we remain malleable, fluid, ready for anything.
The unknown scares some people. Everyone, in fact. But most of
us understood that it was the certainties that were leading us to
the end. Doubt and the unknown are our best allies.
We don’t know anything and that may be the best way to make
sure we’re not mistaken.
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3. icy horizon

34. urban dust

36. shaded carbon

10. desert breath

17. plant splendor

25. gelled lichen

6. night water

13. tribal petal

8. greater incandescence
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IMMEMORIAL SPELL

1.

18-4048TPG 7683C
Azure Fragment

10.

12-0812TPG 7500C
Desert Breath

2.

17-4429TPG 2149C
Polar Fault

11.

16-1341TPG 2313C
Mineral Brightness

3.

14-4510TPG 2905C
Icy Horizon

12.

17-1147TPG
Terra-Cotta

4.

12-6208TPG 621C
Winter Sky

13.

19-1759TPG 7640C
Tribal Petal

5.

18-4522TPG 2214C
Antique Blue

14.

14-1511TPG 3519C
Sweet Legacy

6.

19-4241TPG 2168C
Night Water

15.

19-1524TPG 1817C
Passional Abrasion

7.

17-4540TPG 2393C
Aqueous Reflection

16.

19-1420TPG 7589C
Shaman Bark

8.

17-1564TPG 179C
Greater Incandescence

17.

17-6333TPG 555C
Plant Splendor

9.

19-1543TPG 697C
Martian Clay

18.

19-5414TPG 2466C
Green Imprint

7525C

COLOR GUIDE

SYNTHETIC DAZZLE

ASTRAL ECSTASY

19.

28. 16-1720TPG 2445C
Crepuscular Light

14-1064TPG 130C
Expanded Sunflower

20. 15-1247TPG 157C
Artificial Shell

29. 17-2031TPG 2452C
Celestial Pitaya

21.

30. 17-3323TPG 2352C
Radiant Ruby

17-1563TPG WarmRedC
Scarlet Pistil

22. 19-3952TPG 7672C
Ultraviolet Filter

31.

23. 18-4834TPG 7715C
Artificial Foliage

32. 18-3922TPG 2166C
Threatening Atmosphere

24. 16-5515TPG 2462C
Old-fashioned Foam

33. 14-1108TPG 454C
Cosmic Sediment

25. 13-0116TPG 2254C
Gelled Lichen

34. 16-0000TPG 422C
Urban Dust

26. 17-5938TPG 2215C
Poisonous Chlorophyll

35. 18-0000TPG CoolGray10C
Lunar Asphalt

27.

36. 19-4203TPG 426C
Shaded Carbon

18-5642TPG 340C
Green Plasticine

18-3015TPG 2056C
Purple World
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thanks to all the artists,
special thanks to unsplash
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